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About This Game

Once upon a time, arcade shooter gamers where you have to fend off impending waves of an alien menace, was all the rage, but
while retro may be old, it is never forgotten. So, inspired by an arcade classic, Super Destronaut DX is retro space shooter that

pits you against an enemy more dreaded than a UFO, a scoreboard. With multiple modes and high-scores that can be attained by
yourself and players all over the globe, this is a game that will put you on the path of achieving a score as high as you can

possibly muster.

So, if you are a fan of old-school shooters, be prepared to feel right at home and if you have a friend who is just as passionate as
you are about shooting, why not have them play with you. With support for a local multiplayer mode, maybe the two of you
together have just what it takes to beat the invading aliens once and for all and secure the top spot! You know you want too.

Features:
• 30 different Challenges to complete

• 3 modes in the form of Classic Mode, Time Attack & Hardcore
• 2 player multiplayer

• Various weapon types
• Online leaderboards

• Voice over narration by Barry Dunne
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I got this because I have a big fear of heights so I thought I would challange my fears...
I played a few minutes and fell backwards....
really fell...wow I got really hurt and loved it....
I now have a fear of this game....good to know I wont really get hurt.....
Oh thats right I did get hurt....
this is what VR brings to the table.
I know its only a game but fear of a game....I will try to get past this fear....
Thanks...I laughed so hard when i got hurt...go figure....
great immersion.. All Meme

This a big step in the wrong direction, the first game was fantastic with cheeky humor yet some solid advice in realistic
situations. Number 2 is one massive attempt at making twitch streamers laugh which at moments is funny but mostly this is a big
mess that doesnt do anything particular well.

I like the introduction of diversity and different ideas its just the way theyre excuted is awful. Firstly the actors were mostly
awful and I mean total♥♥♥♥♥♥ Are these people real actors or Richards friends I have no idea because its so bad it totally
breaks the immersion and makes you want to skip to the next one as soon as possible. The women in the game are especially bad
at acting unlike the first game.

Richard now has a co host thats comes across as a totally pointlessly addition to the game offering nothing but brain dead
common sense comments that help no one nor the game. Who is this♥♥♥♥♥♥cas I've never heard of her and she says the
same thing anyone off the street would, what a waste. Maybe it would have been better to have Richard for the male interations
and a real female expert for the female interations.

Some of the senarios are god awful like the comedy show and the date in which its all in chinese, yep you heard right, what a
pile of♥♥♥♥♥♥ It would be more passable if it was part of a bigger game not just 10 chapters. I feel like the first game had
more diversty of answer where as 2 for example has so many♥♥♥♥♥♥jokes some times the same♥♥♥♥♥♥joke multiple
times in the same chapter, boring. The english used in a lot of the answers is very poor and often doesn't convey what actully
happens, some of the correct answers seemed total ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t also.

Overall Richard wastes his dating expertise on trying to take on the difficult job of becoming a comedy director something he
has no clue about. That makes the game uttlely painful at times and the actors are so♥♥♥♥♥♥they can't even save it with their
performances. This game is more Super Seducer : Twitch Edition not a real sequel to the 1st game and sadly it doesn't work.

Apparently they need feedback for 3, simply put make the game a seduction game 1st humour comes 2nd and consult people for
feedback about the common senarios people actully want not the ridiciolos mess youve made here that could have been
avoided.. The protag is just a terrible person and the game forces you to get involved in drama that could be easily avoided. The
production quality, art, and way the novel is presented is actually okay, which makes me even madder that the plot had to be
something as bad as what it was. You can finish it in under 2 hours, but I would not recommend playing it at all.. if you can get
for $5 or less, feel free. Very little content which is somehow more boring than exploring post-game vanilla open world.
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Gyromancer is a solid puzzle game that combines a simple crystal matching system with an adventure mode and selectable
creatures that bring a tactical advantage to each match. The music is well done and the artwork is very good although cutscenes
do not use any animations and are mostly reliant on text updates. The Steam Overlay is supported but widescreen modes are not,
resulting in a letterboxed image and squished aspect ratios on the intro splash videos. While these minor issues are irritating,
they are not enough to prevent me from recommending this title to anyone who enjoys puzzle games, particularly fans of
Pokemon or Magic the Gathering will find the tactical system adds an extra layer of interest to an otherwise fairly standard
puzzle game system. While not an essential title to anyone's collection Gyromancer a competent entry in the puzzle genre.. If
you have played Sudoku, then this is right up your alley.

Energy Balance is like the game title says, A balance act.

The game starts off with a robotic Neko/Cat stuck in Space. Neko is left there trying to adjust spaceship components to progress
to the next story event.

The gameplay is to come to mathematical equilibrium between connected rows and columns. Each end of the row and column
has a number that you must equal from the direction it is facing.

This will take some seriously number crunching and note taking in the later levels. Too many movable parts, can’t rely on luck.
Each level is randomly generated, no use for walkthrough or a guide.

The Music is probably the best part. The tracks are varied and they don’t loop on a level. You never get irritated hearing the
same track. It can distract you when you are trying to think. You can toggle it off, though.

2.99 is a fair price for what the game offers, but recommend getting on a sale or bundle.
**Cough** Bundle Galaxy Sale **Cough**

Bought: Steam Version
Received a PS4 Key for gameplay.

Gameplay of the PS4 Version:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r6Aw_x4Kptg

Achievements/ Trophy Difficulty: 7/10, or 3/10 (With a Solver)

Time Spent: 3+ Hours PSN/ 4 Hours Card Farming on Steam

Enjoyment: 6, later levels too hard for me 

Score: 7/10
. This is a fun RPG with some interesting elements. While you may notice right off the bat that some of the design decisions are
a bit lower quality than some games like Mass Effect or Fallout 3, this game is still fun nonetheless. There are 9 classes all of
which have unique abilities that actually feel powerful. The world is rather large, the monsters are varied enough to keep things
fun, and so on. If you're a RPG fan, and want something new to play, check this one out. At least pick it up when it goes on sale
if you aren't sure about it.
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when i was a kid i got this game at walmart for a few bucks, it was and is one of the best hidden gems. Too easy. It's really hard
to fail at anything. Much harder than to succeed.

The most interesting feature I've found was the ability to cut meat out of your animals without killing them. That must be
horribly painful and animal rights groups might find this disturbing. But it's an interesting thought. And is balanced by the fact
that after the animals reach a certain age they gain civil rights and retirement rights, after which they can no longer be sold or
cut.

Farming is ridiculously easy (you rent everything and still get >100% profits), animal harvesting is easier.

It's so easy that if you notice turkey meat sells for more than beef, you can set your butcher to cut your cattle into turkey meat.

TL;DR: it's too easy, devs didn't pay much attention to details and the game gets boring after 10 minutes (that's counting the
download time).. Well that was pretty ♥♥♥♥in' scary. I liked it a lot.
Really good ambiance, especially playing it at night with headphones.
Game gets really weird in the end locations, which I completely love.. There is alot of good game to be had here if you can get
past the Russian audio.

The unoffical patch is a must have though.. Potentially this can be a great game.

It is fun and engaging in it's current state but it is still in early stages of development
and has lots of bugs and flaws.

Very small dev team (possibly only one person) so do not expect fast updates.

I recommend Farlight Explorers but be warned it is a work in progress.

. Exatly what I was looking for a long time and a great price,I got it on sale!!!!!

Since I have drawn since I was a little kid on paper I always looked at threse epic si fi pictures drawn on PC with envy and did
not know how to get in to it, well I finally found what I was looking for. Also great tutorials on u tube I found if very intuative
and pretty easy to learn.. 25 hours of good fun for $5 USD. That's me 100%ing the game, achievementwise, which is not
counting what amounts to New Game+. And the fun was good. I very much enjoyed myself. There are bonus levels that have
nothing to do with the... not-amazing plot that can be gimmicky and ridiculous - one looks like a giant smiley face, for example.
These aren't as fun as the plot levels and the non-gimmicky bonus levels. But never was I bored. Though arguably, maybe I
should've been.

There's a criticism to make of this game. It is, that, in a level, you reach a point of stabilization, where your energy is net
positive and you're killing as much creeper as is coming at you. At this point, it's basically impossible to lose. You've won. But it
can take perhaps 15 minutes sometimes to ACTUALLY win. And in this time, there's really no challenge (at least theoretically,
as human error remains very possible, especially before you get a solid intuitive feel for the mechanics). But I can't make that
criticism, because I still find the act of slowly clearing all the creeper off the map and covering it in neat, green energy fields, all
in a row, abundantly satisfying.

This game takes the concepts of powering and sim citying from RTS, and makes them even more satisfying. It scratches the part
of your brain that likes things lined up in a perfect row or grid, neatly patterned.

And beyond that, it remains challenging - if not very much so on all levels, but enough to keep you interested and on your toes
(and, for one level, enough to make me look for a video of someone beating the level to mimic them). It has a fair amount of
strategic depth to its mechanics.

It also has... a story. It's not a good one, and is filled with writing one might expect from an old free browser game. Atrocious
dialogue and sci fi cliches abound. As well as a weird Norse thing going for no apparent reason. Don't get it for the story.

But get it. If you like basebuilding in RTS or in general, and/or if you ever find alphabetizing your books, organizing your
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writing utensils, or arranging your clothes by shade enjoyable.. Zombillie is pretty awesome. I'm smiling the whole time I'm
playing. I like mazes, HAHA!. Nice action RPG, well grounded in biblical source material. Recommended.
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